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How does friendship increase in pokemon go

Trainers, Before every major milestone, we think about how grateful we are to our friends who join us on our travels. Invite your friends now to join yours! The 12 Days of Friendship event starts TODAY! Take the next 12 days to join your friends in preparing for GO Beyond Update, no matter where you
are in the world! Date + Time Wednesday, November 18, 2020, at 1:00 p.m. until Monday, November 30, 2020, at 1:00 p.m. PST (GMT −8) Friendship levels will increase faster than normal by opening gifts, trading Pokémon or fighting together in raids, gyms or coaching fights! Get an attack boost when
you fight in raids with friends. Be sure to pick up a Raid Pass remotely in the store to raid with friends no matter where you are! You will earn increased xp from completing raids. You can open more gifts every day. In addition, you will earn XP twice from the Pokémon capture on Wednesday, November
18, 2020, at 1:00 p.m. PST (GMT −8) until Thursday, December 31, 2020, at 11:59 p.m. local time. If you reach level 40 before Thursday, December 31, 2020, at 11:59 p..m local time, you will receive some neat rewards, such as the Legacy 40 medal and Timed Research that reward the exclusive
element of Avatar Gyarados Hat! For more information about the changes we make when leveling as part of the GO Beyond update, click here. Please be aware of your surroundings and follow the instructions from your local health authorities when playing Pokémon GO. Future events may change. Make
sure you follow us on social media, opt to receive push notifications, and subscribe to our emails to stay up to date. For the latest in-game events and feature updates, make sure you check this article in the Help Center. —Pokémon GO Team Everything you need to know about friendship levels in
Pokémon Go. Pokémon Go Friends is a new addition that opens the door to several new, highly requested features, including trading and sending gifts. Building a list of friends now only allows you to track the progress of how your friends do, but also offers a number of bonuses when using gyms and
raids. On this page: Pokémon Go Friends has a system of friends that introduces a number of benefits. It allows you to: Track the progress of friends, from their trainer level to Pokémon caught and distance walking Pokémon Trade send and receive gifts, which include 7 km eggs with higher levels of
friendship, receive a higher attack bonus during Gym/Raid attacks, spend less when trading, subject to special transactions There are a lot of systems and benefits in the game, but let's start with the basics - add a friend in Pokémon Go. First, you must be the right Trainer Level to access the feature. Right
now, the Trainer level limit is level 10. This decreased rapidly - decreased from 40 to 30 within a few hours of the launch of the feature, then became 10 in the morning after - so if you're not in it yet, just wait a few more days and it might be available at the lower levels. Friends and social features are now
available for all levels trainer, now is the time to send the first application #PokemonGOfriend! Trading is now available for level 10 and above trainers. pic.twitter.com/bTTLPkzLcq- Pokémon GO (@PokemonGoApp) June 22, 2018 This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only display it if
you accept targeting cookies. Turn on cookies for viewing. When you're high enough level trainer, start adding friends in Pokémon Go, go to the Trainer screen hitting the icon in the lower-left corner of the main screen, then tap the Friends tab in the upper-right corner. Then tap Add Friend. Here you can
enter a coach code of a friend. You will need this to be friends with someone – there is no way to simply use their nickname Trainer. Think of Trainer Codes would be Friend Codes on Nintendo consoles, which require you to actually know the person before you can send a friend request, to prevent
players from interacting with strangers. Your own trainer code is also listed here to send to others. To make things simple, you can copy the trainer code to your phone's clipboard so that you can easily send them messages directly through another app. It should be noted that trainers who require parental
approval and registration through Pokémon Trainer Club to play Pokémon Go will not be able to trade with other in-game trainers, according to developer Niantic.Once you have your friend's coach code, enter it in the field, then send them a request. Once you accept, you are now friends - there is no need
for both of you to send Trainer Codes to each other. You can improve your friendship level with a friend in two ways: Keep in mind that you can only progress friendship once a day, so once you've performed one of the above tasks, you have to wait until the next day to increase it further. Since you can
only progress friendship once a day for each friend, although it will take several days to unlock levels. There are a total of four levels of friendship to unlock: Friendship LevelNo days to unlockGood Friend1Ability Bonuses to trade and send/receive Great Friend73,000 XP Gifts, Small (0.2x) Stardust
Discount on TradingSmall (1.05x) Gym and Raid Attack Bonus + 1 Raid Capture BallsUltra Friend3050,000 XP, Medium (0.92x) Stardust Discount on TradingMedium (1.07x) Gym and Raid Attack Bonus + 2 Raid Catch BallsParticipating in Trainer Battles at Best Friend90100,000 XP Distance, Great
(0.96x) Stardust Discount on TradingLarge (1.1x) Gym and Raid Attack Bonus + 4 Raid Catch BallsChance to Become Lucky FriendsThanks at Bbbarna and Charales on Silk Road for specific statistics in the table above. There are a lot of benefits. In short, the better level of friendship is, the greater
Stardust Stardust and better Raid and Gym perks will be. To see the exact progress left, go to your Friend in your friend feed, click on their avatar, and then click Hearts. Then it will tell you how many days are left until you can become a great, Ultra or best friend. The holiday season has arrived! With it
comes an increase in the level ceiling – including the addition of XL Candy, Legacy 40 Challenge quest and boosts to some sources xp – Platinum Medals, the arrival of Gen 6 Pokémon, such as Espurr and changes to Go Battle League I recently saw the addition of Strange Red Eggs and New Arlo, Cliff,
Sierra and Giovanni line-ups. There are many quirks to the Friends feature you should know about: There is a list of 200 friends cap in Pokémon Go – which is more than enough to start building friendship levels with both close friends and several Raid groups. If you copy the Trainer Code message
received from a friend and paste it into the Trainer Code box, it will post the code itself. Hand! A red dot will appear on the home screen above the Trainer icon at the bottom left of the screen to notify you that a gift or friend request is pending. Notifications for Friends and Gifts can be turned off in settings
if you don't want them to appear. Your Friend Feed takes on a random recent activity and sends it to your friends. There is no way to push a certain update to your friend feed currently. There are no leaderboards available in your Friend feed, so if you want to compare statistics - it would be the level,
distance traveled and trapped creatures, then you need to enter each friend entry manually. Starting with the Lucky Pokémon update in July 2018, however, you can assign nicknames to your friends and filter and sort them by name, nicknames, friend level, and gift. Currently, there is no way to opt out of
updating the Friend feed or the information you share. Select your friends carefully if this is a concern! Similarly, unlike Gyms, buddy Pokémon's nickname will appear for your friends, unlike Pokémon's real name. In short, this is a custom text field that friends can see, so again, choose your friends
carefully, as you might see something possibly unpleasant. There is a medal associated with being best friends - the highest level of friendship. My best friend is bronze, two is silver, and three is gold. Removing then re-adding a friend will restore the level of friendship and bonuses you have accumulated
before. Not used to be a reward of 1000 XP to be good friends with someone (lowest level of friendship), but it was rumored to be removed to stop players getting XP easily by adding new friends and sending and opening gifts. Changing the nickname of trainer after adding a person as a friend can affect
the bonuses applied. Niantic recommends that you remove and add your friend again to help relieve this problem. Problems. also tease some interface changes when the level of friendship increases. In the game, you'll notice the interface shows the growth of a friendship, building gradually and
deliberately, because it unlocks rewards that are even more significant, says Niantic. Sometimes we include links to online retail stores. If you click on one and make a purchase we could get a small commission. For more information, go here. More about Pokémon Go About Author Pokemon Computers
Research Raid List PVP Guides Tier List If the game says that I have 1 day left to reach the next friendship level with a particular friend when exactly will the bonus xp be received? Will I get it when I open a gift my friend sends me? When my friend opens my present? When do we both open the
presents? Report to answer or ask a question! by hkn 2 years 1 month ago When you open their gift, they open your gift or you two fight/raid together. by Sandsmesh 2 years ago When someone opens the gift, you don't have to both open. If there's a blue in your friend's picture, your friendship already
leveled that day. by FandangoGhandi 2 years ago Small Gainat to this answer: This was true a month ago, the last time I actually did so. I haven't heard of it changing since. When a gift is opened by either of your friends, the Bonus is available for both accounts... with a small but important gap. It will not
be applied to accounts until after the bonus screen appears. (The black overlay that says Yay! You leveled a friendship with friend X! Here are new bonuses and XP bonus notification! is what I'm talking about here.) This is extremely important if you forgot to put on a lucky egg. So let's say at 10am, you
open a gift from a friend and the level of friendship increases. After you close the Friends screen, there will be a pause of a few seconds, and then the Enhanced Friendship screen will appear. But you forgot to put on a Lucky Egg. You have that few seconds (maybe 3 seconds) between closing your
friends screen and bonus popping up where you can touch Pokeball, go into your items, put on a lucky egg and still get the effects of Lucky Egg. Tell your friend open their Pokémon Go to 1pm (3 hours after you open their gift), they will get BONUS XP applied at that time – not at 10am when you open it.



The bonus is pending on their account, but will not eventually be processed until they've opened their game. Your friend has a few seconds from the time you open the App until the bonus screen appears (depends on how many updates; it looks like the Friendship Bonus screen is a priority notification, so
your friend would Have the same 3-ish seconds from the time of opening the app to get to the item screen) to put on a lucky egg for themselves, just like the way you had a few seconds between opening the gift and getting the XP bonus. In other words, words, You forgot to coordinate with your friend to
put on a lucky egg, they can still get the XP bonus – they just need to immediately put on a lucky egg once they open the app for the first time after you open the gift. And it depends on that Bonus Increase screen friendship coming – you have 3-ish seconds to open the items screen, then a few more
seconds to open a lucky egg. I've never tried to see how long before The Bonus is applied to your account anyway, but I wouldn't recommend delaying any more than you absolutely have to. (I also don't know if you could buy a lucky egg and apply it before the bonus overlay came, and BONUS XP was
applied.) Email updates for Pokemon GO. Sign up for more newsletters here. Here.
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